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European Freestyle Motocross Championship

in Linz (Austria) - Day 2

The second round of the European Freestyle Championship produced another great
spectacle in Austria to end the weekend of competition on Sunday. For the sixth time
the Night of the Jumps FMX riders have converged on Linz, this year with two contests
and probably the most spectacular contest seen on Austrian soil.
After the event of the previous day where some of the hardest tricks in Freestyle Mo-
tocross were thrown down, on Sunday the riders went even further. The crowd were
treated in qualifying to Double Grab flips, Hart Attack Flips, 360 and Surfer Take-Off to
Tsunami Flip. However to reach the final it would be the reigning World Champion, Mai-
kel Melero also with Remi Bizouard, Rob Adelberg, Petr Pilat, Pat Bowden and Jose
Miralles. 
Six riders competed in the LifeProof Best Whip contest. Austrian Thomas Wirnsberger,
Bizouard, Bianconcini and Miralles who wanted to break the supremacy of the Whip

The World Champion Maikel Melero, winner of the first and of the second round. @ Night of the Jumps



Finalists from Saturday. However Filip Pod-
mol and Pat Bowden would again stand tal-
ler with their incredible whips. This led to a
re-match from the duel the day before. Ho-
wever on Sunday, the Australian would pre-
vail with a huge whip going almost 180
degrees to win the LifeProof Best Whip to
collect his first international trophy ever.  
The Maxxis Highest Air would also come
down to the wire. After being dismissed
from the season opener last night, “El Loco”
Miralles came back against the two oppo-
nents who had all jumped over the 9.00
metre height, but Jose won because he
had cleared previous heights one time less
than Massimo and Melero.
The final pointed to a four-way battle bet-
ween Petr Pilat, Rob Adelberg, Remi Bizo-
uard and Maikel Melero. The Czech
European Champion showed a flawless run
of technical tricks including the Candybar
Flip and also Side-saddle take-off to Saran
Wrap Flip to Side Saddle lander.  The Aus-
sie, Rob Adelberg
countered with the
California Roll, Clif-
fhanger Flip and
Ruler Flip and pu-
shed the Czech rider
from the Hot-Seat. In
his final run, Melero
opened with a Dou-
ble Grab Flip and fini-
shed with the
California Roll to 1-
hand lander and also
pushed Adelberg
from the seat.
Now it was time for
first place qualifier
Remi Bizouard to try
prevent a double vic-
tory for the Spaniard.

Rob Adelberg, second in Linz. @ Night of the Jumps

Remi Bizouard, third in Linz. @ Night of the Jumps



About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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The Frenchman
showed a clean
run with the Ruler
Flip, Cliffhanger
Flip but in the
Double-Up, in-
stead of throwing
the Volt, he
brought a Hart At-
tack Indy Flip. Un-
fortunately it
wasn’t enough to
take the win and it
was clear the vic-
tory would go to
Melero and for
Remi it secured a
third place.
After the first two competitions, Maikel Melero is leading the European Championship
with a maximum points haul of 40 points. His closest competitor is Rob Adelberg with
36 points.  
The next round of European FMX Championships will take place at Night of the Jumps
in Munich on 23rd of April 2016. For now, the riders travelling from Linz will go directly
to the next round in Switzerland for the FIM Freestyle Motocross World Championships
which will be the first round for 2016 in the St. Jakobshalle in Basel on Friday and Sa-
turday.  

The podium. @ Night of the Jumps


